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Soccer is fun - let's play!Find all the basics in this lively guide.The markings on a soccer fieldWhat

soccer players wearThe positions, from forward to goalkeeperThe excitement of pasing a ballThe

thrill of making a goalAll these and more are included, with a useful glossary at the end.
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My two love this book. It breaks the principles of the game into simplistic steps and basic

explanations which are perfect for preschoolers. The bold pictures make the book enjoyable for the

boys to "read" to themselves sometimes, too.

My daughter is 7 and just starting soccer. This book was great to go over the positions and terms.

There isn't a lot of discussion about the rules of the game, but it is appropriate for 1st time players.

I was very disappointed when I first looked at this book. It is very basic and hardly seems to provide

enough information to be worthwhile. But when I read it to my four year old it solicited a string of

questions. So it probably has the about the right amount of information for a very basic introduction

to soccer, which is all the intended audience is ready for. Overall I would recommend it.

We own all the Gail Gibbons sports books and they are great for teaching sports basics to children.



They all follow a similar storyline/pattern of presenting the information. The soccer one teaches kids

the basics of the game in a fun way that holds their attention.

I live in a spanish language country and I buy this simple kind of books for my kids practice english

idiom and they works for me because they tell short and simple stories ideal for learn. It has great

illustration, according size and it is strong too.(Sorry for my english)

I purchase this a a gift for my Granddaughter who has just started playing soccer on a Team. It is a

nice book and it has great pictures in it! The book is very well written and she will be able to read it

later to her younger Brother! Recommend

I bought this for a 4 year old boy who likes soccer. Before I gave it away, I read it to my 4 year old

son and I think he sort of liked it, but never got into it. I think it might be a little too simplistic for a 4

year old.

We bought this book for our grandson's 5th birthday. He plays soccer so already knows the game,

but the book included things he didn't know and seemed to have just the right amount of information

to be interesting to him. Great book!
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